
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This, Mr. Carter said, was the metre or measurer, and by looking at the
dials it could be told exactly how _______ gas was being made every day.
1.

much

Perhaps our President would feel pleased were he to know how _______
attention his namesake "Grover Cleveland" had at the show.
2. much

For how _______ admirable articles are there themes in the above short
paragraph!
3. many

Therefore, in order to be fair to the buyer who purchases his material by
weight, they have in all great silk centres what they call silk-conditioning
houses, where they test the goods to find out how _______ water is in it.

4.

much

Here, in a subterranean vault, I know not how _______ feet below sunlight.5. many

As for Trimalchio himself, he's so rich that he doesn't know how _______
money he's got; but this jade has an eye to everything, even the things that
you wouldn't think about yourself.

6. much

They have a pretty romp that quite scandalizes Jane, who is not at all sure
how _______ respect she owes this new mistress.
7.

much

Don't be too quick to size up a chap's pace, Lady Jane, until you know how
red his blood is, and how _______ weight he's carrying.
8.

much

How _______ of us are sent into the arena at one time?9. many

How _______ scenes should I have avoided which fill these aged eyes
with tears, and pierce my soul with horror as often as I recollect them!
10. many

How _______ centuries before this the proverb was in use, who can say?11. many

Shall I tell you how _______ men she has put out of the way at my
bidding before and after she met you?
12. many

Therefore leave off appealing to the shade of Oldbuck, and listen to a
plain narrative, and you shall hear how _______ truth there is in the reputed
popular delusion of the divining rod.

13.
much
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It may be of interest to consider how _______ coal would be required to
evaporate from an undrained field that amount of water which might be
carried off by under-drains, but which, without them, is evaporated from the
surface.

14. much

Now, if instead of interposing four inches of air, or the human body,
between the mains of our 110-volt dynamo, we connected an incandescent
lamp across the mains, how _______ electricity would flow from the
generator?

15.

much

In these pages, how _______ knowledge of the past is combined with
insight as to the future, what common sense is blent with learning, what
perspicacity with breadth of view!

16. much

How _______ dead children and refugees are in the ruins could not be
ascertained.
17. many

How _______ young students must give years to the business of finding
out what we may use and what we may not?
18. many

How does this hypothesis shew us, how _______ salt, how much sulphur,
and how much mercury must be taken to make a chick or a pompion?
19. much

How _______ time and money have been spent in colleges to produce
this pedantic perversion of the mind, to create that love of the ignorance of
antiquity and indifference to modern enlightenment which are so common
among the college-educated classes.

20. much
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